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Cottage Rose – Treat Pouch w/Bath Salts 
 
Supply List 

Stamps Cottage Rose Stamps & Die Bundle 

Cardstock and 
Other Paper 

Abigail Rose Designer Paper 
Peek-a-boo Treat Pouches 
Basic White  

Stampin’ Ink Pads Smokey Slate, Memento Black 

Tools & Other: Tailor Made Tag Dies 
Loose Bath Salts for filling the pouch 

Embellishments Linen Thread 

Adhesive Stampin-Seal, Tombo Liquid Glue 

Pens or Stampin’ 
Blends Markers  

Petal Pink, Light & Dark 
Soft Sea Foam Light & Dark 

 
Cutting Instructions: 

Top Layer DSP 1” x 3 ¾”  

Middle Layer DSP 1 ¾” x 3 ¾” 

Bottom Layer DSP 1” x 3 ¾” 

Linen Thread 2 pieces - 18” (for double strand) 

  

  

 
Assembly and Tips: 

1. Stamp the largest flower from the Cottage Rose stamp set on some basic white paper. 

2. Use Petal Pink and Soft Sea Form Stampin’ blend markers to lightly color in the flowers.  I did not color them in solid, I 

just gave little highlights on the detail areas of the flower and leaves. 

3. Using the coordinating dies, cut out the large flower image.  Then use the smaller intricate dies to cut out 2-3 more 

smaller flowers from white card stock.  

4. Cut your 3 pieces of designer paper to the dimensions listed above and glue them down to the front of the treat pouch.  

Be sure to completely coat the outer edges of the piece so that no loose corners pop up once the pouch is filled. 

5. Glue down the large flower and tuck the smaller white filigree die cut flowers behind it. 

6. Stamp on basic white your sentiment, then die cut it out with the tailored tag die, or whatever die you have that works.  If 

you don’t have a die, then just fussy cut it into a rectangle and punch a small hole at the end so it can be tied on. 

7. Use the 18” piece of linen thread (doubled up – so two strands of 18” are used) and tie around the top of the pouch.  Tie 

a basic knot, thread on the tag and then tie the bow after you have added the tag.  There are two small grooves cut on 

each side of the pouch for your thread to sit in so it does not shift.   

8. Open the pouch and add your bath salts (or whatever treat you’d like) and pull the bottom 

of the pouch open a bit so the contents settle in. Then close up your pouch and you’re 

done! 

 

OPTIONAL:  I typed up and printed out on regular copy paper the ingredients of the bath salts 

and basic directions for use.  I cut this out and glued it to the back of the pouch. 

 


